
Irrashional is an American band founded by exceptional young musicians with a genuine love for classic 
'70s rock, an appreciation for outside-of-the-box creative freedom found in progressive rock, and a 
passion for performing their music live with a fiery non-stop energy that captivates audiences from the 
first note to the very last. The band's playlist includes a mix of timeless covers that align with the musical 
styles they love and compliment their original material. The band's influences include Led Zeppelin, 
Rush, Triumph, Genesis, Aerosmith, Journey, Kansas, Yes, Van Halen, and others of that era who were 
great both on stage and in the studio…and not just the obvious material that charted, but deep cuts, 
too. 

The power trio is comprised of Patrick Dukes (guitars, vox), Payton Velligan (bass, keys, lead vox), and 
Christian Sturt (drums, vox). While only three-strong, the fullness and depth of their playing plus their 
two and three-part harmonies leave many in the audience wondering where the other performers are. 
All were very accomplished musicians at a young age with many accolades among them including 
scholarships to prestigious programs at Berklee, GRAMMY Camp, and other musical programs and honor 
ensembles. After a couple of years of playing together, the group began to create their own material. 
That collaboration has yielded two self-released EPs thus far, Beyond (Jul 2019) and Closer Than You 
Think (Dec 2018), with more on the way. Both works can be found on major streaming platforms 
including Apple Music, Spotify, and Amazon Music. 

Simply said, Irrashional loves the stage, and it shows. The band performs with an authenticity seldom 
seen and will remind you of why this music is timeless. They seek to create a concert experience that 
takes music lovers on a roller coaster-like journey, leaving them wondering what's around the next bend 
and over the next hill. Full of soaring guitars, interweaving harmonies, intricate rhythms, and just plain 
fun, Irrashional's unique sound and skillful musicianship coupled with the obvious on-stage chemistry 
and love of sharing their music are pure magic, making them an act you must experience. 

PRESS KIT/EPK:  http://www.reverbnation.com/rpk/irrashional  

WEB SITE:  http://www.irrashionalband.com  

FACEBOOK:  http://www.facebook.com/irrashionalband  

INSTAGRAM:  http://www.instagram.com/irrashionalband 

YOUTUBE:  http://www.youtube.com/c/Irrashional  
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